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The fundamental theorem of algebra states every polynomial equation P (z) = 0 with complex coefficients has at least one complex root.Various methods have been used for a proof of this theorem . Topological methods,complex variable methods(Liouville theorem) and algebraic methods are examples of such arguments.
We present a proof with operator theoretic approach, First some preliminary are presented: l 1 is the space of all sequences of complex numbers (a i ) with convergence series |a i |. HolC is the space of all entire maps from C to C .Using tailor expansion we conclude that HolCis a dense linear subspace of l 1 ,since HolCcontains all polynomial maps,while polynomials correspond to all elements of l 1 which are eventually zero,a dense subspace of l 1 .Let E be a Banach space and T a bounded linear operator on E,which range is a closed subspace of E. T is a fredholm operator if both Kernel of T and co k ernel of T be finite dimensional space.The fredholm index of T is dimkernelT − dimcokernelT .The space of all fredholm operators on E is denoted by F red(E). (F red(E) is an open subset of the space of all bounded operators and index is a continuous map from F red(E) to Z.Thus if T is a fredholm operator,there is a neighborhood of T which elements are fredholm operators of the same index. Now we present a complete proof for the Fundamental theorem of algebra. Assume P (z) = z n + a n−1 z n−1 + . . . has no root,then Q(z) = ǫ n P (z ÷ ǫ does not have any root ,too.Q(z) = z n + ǫ(a n−1 z n−1 + ǫ 2 a n−2 z n−2 + . . . We defines a bijective operator on HolC by multiplication by Q(z),since Q(z)has no root.This operator can be extended to a bounded linear operator on l 1 ,call this extension Q ,since the multiplication of entire maps by Z i can be extended to i − shif t operator on l 1 .By i − shif t operator on l 1 ,we mean the operator which sends (a i ) to (o,o,. . . , a 1 , a 2 , . . .).The index of i − shif t operator is equal to−i.Now Q(z) is the perturbation of n − shif t operator with the following two properties: 1)the index of n − shif t operator is −n 2)n − shif t operator is an isometry,preserve the norm of l 1 Thus Q is one to one ,fredholm operator of index −n and satisfies the inequality |Q(z)| > k|z| for some constant k,because Q is a perturbation of an isometry.(A simple application of triangle inequality).Obviously Q can not be a surjective operator,this contradicts to the following lemma: Lemma.Let F be a dense subspace of a Banach space E,and T is a bounded linear operator on E,F is invariant under T andT (F ) = F ,further |T z)| > k|z| then T is a surjective operator onto E Proof of lemma: Let e be an element of E which is not in the range of T ,there is a sequence f n of elements of F which converge to e and f n = T (b n ),the condition |T z)| > k|z| implies b n is a Cauchi sequence,then converge to b * in E ,so T (b * ) = e.This completes the proof of lemma Finally we present a question: Question:As we see above a polynomial p(z) defines a bounded linear operator on l 1 ,this is true for an entire map f (z),we extend f as an operator on HolC to a bounded linear mapf on l 1 ,since each i s hif t operator is an isometry and the sequence of coefficients of f (z)is an element of l 1 .Are the following two statements equivalents : i)f is a fredholm operator ii)f has a finite number of zeros in the complex plane
